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RNA plays many different roles in biological systems. characteristic marker mutations from the parental RNAs.
One of RNAs most intriguing features is the ability to Following the initial recombination event, detection of
carry genetic information despite a labile nature. While recombinants required amplification in cells that im-
RNA genomes were presumably widespread in the pri- posed a selection for or against a particular recombinant
mordial ‘‘RNA world,’’ only RNA viruses and viroids con- based on its ability to be amplified in vivo. Nevertheless,
tinue to exploit RNA-based genetic materials. As with these data were used to group RNA recombination as
DNA-based organisms, these entities must evolve and homologous or nonhomologous (King, 1988). Homolo-
adapt in order to survive. Genetic recombination, the for- gous recombinants were those derived from parental
mation of chimeric molecules from segments previously RNAs that were either very similar in the case of intra-
separated on the same molecule or present on different typic recombination or somewhat less similar in the case
parental molecules, is one of the most important mecha- of intertypic recombination. Based on the precision of
nisms for generating novel genomes that may have se- the event, Lai (1992) further divided this grouping of re-
lective advantages over parental genomes. Recent stud- combinants into homologous or aberrant homologous
ies on the evolution of RNA viruses have revealed that recombinants. Homologous recombinants were newly
RNA recombination is a widespread phenomenon that defined as containing no sequence alterations (except
has shaped modern viruses by rearranging viral ge- the existing marker mutations) when compared to the
nomes or disseminating functional modules among dif- parental molecules while aberrant homologous recombi-
ferent viruses (Strauss and Strauss, 1988; Dolja and Car- nants contained modifications such as mismatch muta-
rington, 1992; Lai, 1992; Simon and Bujarski, 1994). In tions, deletions, or insertions at or close to the junction
addition, an important short-term function of genetic re- site. Recombinants were grouped as nonhomologous if
combination may be the rescue of functional sequences they were generated by recombination between dissimi-
from mutated parental molecules, which is of particular lar viral genomes or between a viral genome and host
significance given the high mutation rates associated RNA. This classical genetic grouping of recombinants,
with replication by RNA-dependent RNA polymerases however, did not take into account the mechanisms lead-
(RdRp) (Domingo et al., 1996). Depending on the preci- ing to their generation. Not surprisingly, recent studies
sion of the repair mechanism, the repaired genome can have suggested similar recombinants can be formed by
be similar to the parental genome, or it can contain fur- different mechanisms. Moreover, similar mechanisms
ther mutations. This illustrates that sequence diversity in have been postulated that lead to the formation of some
RNA sequences generated by genetic recombination can recombinants that currently would be grouped as homol-
involve both gross changes and minor mutations. More- ogous or nonhomologous.
over, the products of recombination can overlap with un- The most accepted models of RNA recombination are
related phenomena, including mutagenesis and nonre- the replicase-driven template switching model, the RNA
combination-based genome repair. breakage and ligation model, and the breakage-induced
Early studies identified RNA recombination events in- template switching model. Since all these recombination
directly by isolating chimeric products that contained models can lead to the formation of similar recombinant
RNAs, it is not possible to promote a particular mecha-
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knowledge on the molecular aspects of RNA recombina- ingly, the end of sat-RNA D [a naturally occurring subviral
RNA associated with turnip crinkle virus (TCV)] consti-tion. Based on these data, we will propose a new classifi-
cation system for recombinants based on both the mech- tutes one of the recombination hotspots in the TCV-
based recombination system (Cascone et al., 1990, 1993;anism of their generation and the nature of the recombi-
nant product. Carpenter et al., 1995). Similarly, artificially created 5*
ends and stable internal hairpin structures that may pro-
mote replicase pausing are found at the recombinationREPLICASE-DRIVEN TEMPLATE SWITCHING
junction sites in a tombusvirus system (White and Morris,MECHANISM
1995). A role for replicase pausing in template switching
was also proposed for recombination in brome mosaicIn the replicase-driven template switching model, the
RNA templates and viral replicase (RNA-dependent RNA virus (BMV). Regions capable of forming stable hetero-
duplexes were introduced into BMV RNAs and recombi-polymerase, RdRp) are vital components of RNA recombi-
nation. At least three RNAs are involved in recombination nation was targeted to these sequences; such an ex-
tended heteroduplex region may temporarily impede theevents: the primary RNA template (donor strand), the na-
scent strand synthesized from the primary RNA template, progression of the RdRp before unwinding the hetero-
duplex leads to the resumption of rapid RNA elongationand the acceptor strand.
The function of the donor strand (in conjunction with (Fig. 1A; Nagy and Bujarski, 1993; Nagy et al., 1995).
Indeed, weakening the stability of the heteroduplex bythe nascent strand) in the template switching reaction is
to halt synthesis of the nascent strand temporarily, thus introducing mismatched regions into the heteroduplex
caused a shift in recombination junction sites towardproviding an opportunity for the RdRp and/or the nascent
strand to interact with the acceptor RNA, leading to tem- more stable portions of the heteroduplex. Moreover, the
association of recombination with heteroduplexes sug-plate switching events. Intrinsic signals present on the
donor or nascent RNAs are of two types: (1) pausing (or gests that the donor RNA participates in template switch-
ing by forcing the RdRp to pause and by helping to bringarrest) signals, which can halt the RdRp, but from which
it can escape spontaneously, and (2) terminators, which the acceptor RNA into proximity (Fig. 1A). A role for simi-
lar heteroduplexes in promoting replicase pausing andcan release the RdRp from the RNAs. Pausing or termina-
tion of viral RdRps, mediated by the sequence and/or template switching but formed from intramolecular base-
pairing has been implicated in the formation of tombus-secondary structure of the donor or nascent RNA, may
occur similar to that of DNA-dependent RNA polymer- virus (White and Morris, 1995) and bromovirus DI RNAs
(Romero et al., 1993; Pogany et al., 1995; Pogany, 1997).ases and RNA-dependent DNA polymerases (reverse
transcriptases, RT; Wu et al., 1995). For example, short A/U-rich sequences may also promote recombination
by inducing replicase pausing in a homologous recombi-U-rich stretches 3* of stable hairpin structures in the
nascent strand promote transcription termination by T7 nation system in BMV (Fig. 1C; Nagy and Bujarski, 1995,
1996) and in an intramolecular recombination system inbacteriophage and Escherichia coli RNA polymerases
(Macdonald et al., 1993; Wilson and von Hippel, 1995). In picornaviruses (Pilipenko et al., 1995). Such A/U-rich or
U-rich sequences are thought to promote RdRp slippageaddition, specific terminator proteins bound to terminator
sequences immediately downstream of U-rich regions resulting in the accidental incorporation of nontemplated
nucleotides at the 3* end of the growing nascent strand.are integral parts of the RNA polymerase I system in
eukaryotes (Lang et al., 1994; Lang and Reeder, 1995). This in turn may force replicase pausing and promote
template switching. Nontemplated nucleotides were fre-The 5* end of RNA templates promote RT-mediated tem-
plate switching, possibly by causing pausing and/or ter- quently observed at the junction sites in TCV (Cascone
et al., 1990, 1993; Carpenter et al., 1995), tobamovirusmination (Peliska and Benkovic, 1992, 1994). Template
switching involving the 5* end of DNA templates were (Raffo and Dawson, 1991) and BMV recombinants (Nagy
and Bujarski, 1993, 1996). A somewhat more speculativealso observed for E. coli RNA polymerase in vitro (Nudler
et al., 1996). Strong hairpin structures present on either role for nontemplate sequences in replicase pausing and
template switching has also been proposed for alphavi-the template or nascent RNA were pausing signals for
Qb RdRp (Mills et al., 1978) and detection of RNA tran- ruses (Raju et al., 1995).
The role of the acceptor RNA during template switch-scripts of discrete sizes was likely due to RdRp pausing
at strong hairpin structures in coronavirus infections ing events is likely to be complex. The RdRp must be
able to bind the acceptor RNA and use the 3* end of the(Baric et al., 1987).
The data described above suggest that pausing and nascent RNA as a primer during the reinitiation of RNA
synthesis. The role of the acceptor RNA in templatetermination are characteristic features of all RNA poly-
merases, which can, in turn, promote template switching. switching events is best described for recombination be-
tween TCV satellite RNAs. A stem–loop structure (desig-Thus one prediction of a template switching model is
that regions in RNA that promote RdRp pausing or termi- nated motif1-hairpin) on the sat-RNA C acceptor RNA is
required for recombination to occur at the 3* base of thenation will constitute recombination hotspots. Accord-
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tion that mimics in vivo recombination (P. D. Nagy, C.
Zhang, and A. E. Simon, manuscript in preparation). The
template for the in vitro system is a chimeric RNA con-
taining the recombination hot-spot from sat-RNA D plus-
strands at the 3* end connected by a short loop to sat-
RNA C minus-strands including the motif-1 hairpin (see
Fig. 1B for the in vivo equivalent). The motif1-hairpin was
found to be essential for efficient synthesis of panhandle-
like molecules generated by intramolecular extensions
from the 3* end of the chimeric template in the vicinity
of the hairpin (analogous to a primer extension reaction)
(P. D. Nagy, C. Zhang, and A. E. Simon, manuscript in
preparation). Importantly, a role for a short intrastrand
base-paired region between the sat-RNA D sequence at
the 3* end of the chimeric RNA and a region just up-
stream of the motif1-hairpin was found in the in vitro
system. Testing of corresponding constructs in vivo for
recombination at the motif1-hairpin also suggested an
important role for base-pairing between the nascent
strand and the acceptor strand 3* of the junction site (Fig.
1B; P. D. Nagy, C. Zhang, and A. E. Simon, manuscript in
preparation). Based on these studies and others indicat-
ing that the motif1-hairpin shares sequence similarity
with mapped TCV promoters (Cascone et al., 1990; H.
Guan, C. Song, and A. E. Simon, manuscript in prepara-
tion), two separate domains on the acceptor TCV satellite
RNA have roles in template switching. One domain 3* of
the hairpin (on sat-RNA C minus-strands) serves to bind
the nascent RNA, while the second domain, the motif-1
hairpin, is postulated to bind the replicase (Fig. 1B; P. D.
Nagy, C. Zhang, and A. E. Simon, manuscript in prepara-
tion). Short sequence complementarity between the na-
scent RNA and the acceptor RNA was also postulated
to facilitate the association of nascent strands with ac-
ceptor strands in BMV (Nagy and Bujarski, 1995), nodavi-
rus (Li and Ball, 1993), tombusvirus (White and Morris,
1995), tobamovirus (Raffo and Dawson, 1991), Qb, MS2,
and f6 bacteriophage (Biebricher and Luce, 1992; Onod-
era et al., 1993; Olsthoorn and van Duin, 1996; Qiao et al.,
1997) recombinants, and tombusvirus (White and Morris,
1994a; 1994b), mycovirus (Shapira et al., 1991), and bro-
movirus (Pogany et al., 1995; Pogany, 1997) DI RNAs.
Homologous recombination was also observed between
long stretches of homologous sequences in poliovirus
(Kirkegaard and Baltimore, 1986; Romanova et al., 1986;
FIG. 1. Current replicase-mediated template-switching models of RNA King, 1988; Jarvis and Kirkegaard, 1992), coronavirus
recombination in TCV and BMV. (A) Heteroduplex-mediated recombination (Makino et al., 1987; Koetzner et al., 1992; van der Most
between positive strands of BMV RNA1 and RNA3. (B) Recombination et al., 1992), alphavirus (Raju et al., 1995), and Qb bacte-
between satellite RNAs associated with TCV. The sequence of the required
riophage (Palasingam and Shaklee, 1992). Annealing be-motif1-hairpin is shown. (C) Recombination events within the identical re-
tween the nascent and the acceptor RNA strands cangions of BMV RNA2 and RNA3. Recombination is favored when GC-rich
and AU-rich sequences are located as shown. be frequently imprecise in A/U-rich regions, leading to
sequence deletions or insertions in BMV and picornavi-
rus recombinants (Nagy and Bujarski, 1995, 1996; Pili-
penko et al., 1995). Similar imprecise recombinants werehairpin in vivo (Fig. 1B; Cascone et al., 1993). Recent data
obtained with an in vitro (cell-free) system also demon- frequently detected in an in vitro RT-based recombination
system (Wu et al., 1995).strated an important role for the motif1-hairpin in a reac-
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The most notable role of the nascent RNA strand during Nagy, 1994, 1996). This model suggested that the RdRp
approaching the heteroduplex region pauses and thentemplate switching is its function as a primer. Extension of
the 3* end of the nascent strand by the replicase using the switches to the nearby sequence of the acceptor RNA
along with the nascent strand (Fig. 1A). A similar ‘‘loopingacceptor RNA as template results in the generation of the
recombinant RNA. In contrast to DNA polymerases and out’’ mechanism may lead to the formation of some DI
RNAs in tombusvirus and bromoviruses (Pogany et al.,RTs that favor primers that contain a 3*-terminal nucleotide
able to base-pair with the template, some viral RdRps ap- 1995; White and Morris, 1995; Pogany, 1997). A different
type of processive model proposed for poliovirus andpear to be able to extend primers with or without a base-
paired 3* end. This was experimentally demonstrated for bromovirus homologous recombination predicts that the
pausing RdRp slides backwards 10 to 20 nt on the ac-TCV in an in vitro 3* end extension system in which the
TCV RdRp readily extended from the 3* terminus of primers ceptor template (Jarvis and Kirkegaard, 1991; Nagy and
Bujarski, 1995, 1996) resulting in the extrusion of thelocated proximal to the motif1-hairpin even though the ulti-
mate and penultimate bases were not paired with the tem- 3* terminus of the nascent strand from the RdRp while
sequences just 5* are still bound by the RdRp. The ex-plate (Fig. 1B; P. D. Nagy, C. Zhang, and A. E. Simon, manu-
script in preparation). posed 3* terminus of the nascent strand would then hy-
bridize to a complementary region on the acceptor tem-In addition to its primer function, the nascent RNA likely
plays a role in RdRp pausing and in selection of the reinitia- plate. Finally, the RdRp slides forward and reinitiates
nascent strand synthesis on the acceptor RNA.tion (junction) site. The nascent RNA in coronavirus and
poliovirus recombination is also thought to be processed The nonprocessive model, proposed for TCV (Cascone
et al., 1990, 1993) and coronavirus (Lai, 1992) recombi-by a cleavage reaction before association with the acceptor
RNA (Lai, 1992). Processing of the 3* end of the nascent nants, suggests that the pausing RdRp dissociates from
the primary template, remaining either in association withstrand before template switching may also explain why
many of the sites were asymmetric in heteroduplex-medi- the nascent strand or releasing the nascent strand, fol-
lowed by reassociation of the RdRp and nascent RNAated recombination (i.e., the donor and acceptor sites were
located far apart on the heteroduplex) in BMV (Nagy and with the acceptor RNA. This nonprocessive model is ap-
plicable to most of the replicase-driven recombinationBujarski, 1993; Nagy et al., 1995). Processing the 3* end of
the nascent strand within a pausing polymerase complex systems and the RT-driven recombination systems (Hu
and Temin, 1990). One of the most important questionshas been described for E. coli RNA polymerase, eukaryotic
RNA polymerase II, and vaccinia virus RNA polymerase for nonprocessive model is, how does a promoter-depen-
dent RdRp recognize and associate with nonpromoterand is facilitated by nonpolymerase proteins such as GreA,
GreB, and TFIIS (Borukhov et al., 1993; Hagler and Schu- sequences on the acceptor RNA prior to resumption of
nascent strand synthesis? Although poliovirus RdRp andman, 1993; Wang and Hawley, 1993).
In addition to the above described three core RNA com- T7 bacteriophage and E. coli RNA polymerases are
readily able to extend on randomly hybridizing primersponents of recombination systems, other RNA molecules
can potentially influence recombination frequency and junc- in vitro (Daube and von Hippel, 1992; Paul et al., 1994;
Triana-Alonso et al., 1995), partially purified BMV andtion site selection. For example, negative-stranded viral
RNA may facilitate bringing the donor and acceptor RNAs TCV RdRps cannot extend on primers that anneal at ran-
dom internal positions (Kao and Sun, 1996; Nagy et al.,of poliovirus into proximity (Kuge et al., 1986). Positioning
and strengthening of less stable heteroduplexes formed 1997; C. Kao, personal communication; P. D. Nagy and
A. E. Simon, unpublished). However, BMV and TCVbetween the parental RNAs may be achieved by their nega-
tive-stranded counterparts in BMV (Bujarski et al., 1994). RdRps are able to extend on short primers complemen-
tary to 3*-terminal promoter sequences on their plus-Overall, the above examples demonstrate that the RNA
components of the recombination complex can influence strand templates, suggesting that extension of primers
by these RdRps requires a proximal promoter elementmany characteristics of recombination, including frequency,
junction site selection, and precision. (Kao and Sun, 1996; Nagy et al., 1997). The nearby pres-
ence of a hairpin containing features of TCV promotersHow an RdRp switches template is not well known.
We speculate that the properties of a given viral RdRp was required for recombination in vivo between satellite
RNAs of TCV, and recent in vitro results suggest that thewill influence each of the steps during the recombination
event. For example, due to different processivities, RdRps TCV RdRp is recruited by the hairpin structure (P. D.
Nagy, C. Zhang, and A. E. Simon, manuscript in prepara-may pause at different sequences and at variable fre-
quencies. The more processive RdRps are predicted to tion). Interestingly, similar to TCV, the unique promoter-
dependent RT encoded by the Mauriceville plasmid canrecombine in a processive manner (Jarvis and Kirke-
gaard, 1991), while less processive RdRps may favor a bind to specific internal positions of the template and
initiate primer extension (Wang and Lambowitz, 1993).nonprocessive pathway. For example, a processive
model was proposed for heteroduplex-mediated recom- Subgenomic promoters for many viruses may also be
used to recruit RdRps (Keck et al., 1987; Allison et al.,bination in BMV (Nagy and Bujarski, 1993; Bujarski and
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1990; Graves and Roossink, 1995; Miller et al., 1995; C. D. by an RNA-mediated transesterification mechanism, they
do not exclude a template switching mechanism sinceCarpenter and A. E. Simon, unpublished). No such se-
quences or structures, however, exist for the BMV system Qb replicase was required to amplify the generated re-
combinants. One possibility is that the Qb replicase re-at or close to the junction sites, suggesting that the BMV
recombination machinery may favor the processive path- quires the 3* OH group of the 5* template for binding
and reinitiation of synthesis from the nascent strand. Fur-way described above.
Recent studies with BMV RdRp mutants revealed a thermore, the bulky and charged side-groups introduced
into the 3* end of the acceptor RNA may have interferedrole for the replicase component in the frequency and
precision of template switching and in junction site selec- with the binding of the Qb replicase during template
switching. Even if the recombinant products generatedtion. For example, mutations within the helicase-like do-
main of the BMV 1a replicase protein resulted in an in- in the in vitro Qb bacteriophage system are proven to
be the result of an RNA-mediated breakage and ligationcrease in the frequency of recombination and shifted the
recombination sites into energetically less stable por- mechanism, recombination using the artificial sequences
of this system has not yet been demonstrated in vivo.tions of a heteroduplex that could form between the two
parental RNAs (Nagy et al., 1995). The progression of the Therefore, it is difficult to estimate how widespread an
RNA-mediated breakage and ligation mechanism mightreplicase complex is thought to be impeded by mutations
in the 1a protein, facilitating template switching at a be in natural virus systems.
higher frequency, and at different sites when compared
with recombination using the wild-type replicase (Nagy BREAKAGE-INDUCED TEMPLATE SWITCHING
MECHANISMet al., 1995). In contrast to the 1a mutations, a mutations
within the BMV 2a replicase protein decreased the per-
The breakage-induced template switching model pre-
centage of recombination in BMV (Bujarski and Nagy,
dicts that breakage of the donor RNA can promote repli-
1996; Figlerowitz et al., 1997). Thus the frequency of re-
case-driven template switching. This model is similar to
combination using the wild-type BMV RdRp can be both
the template switching model, with the additional require-
up and down regulated by various mutations. Moreover,
ment for cleavage of the donor RNA. The 5* end of the
mutations within the 1a and 2a proteins influenced the
RNA template at the cleavage site is predicted to cause
precision of recombination with the percentage of junc-
replicase pausing (or termination) followed by template
tions containing nontemplated or mismatched nucleo-
switching of the replicase. This is a plausible possibility
tides increasing for some of the mutants. Altogether,
due to the lability of RNA molecules and the strong paus-
these experiments suggest that the different frequencies
ing sites generated due to the presence of new 5* termini.
of recombination and DI RNA formation observed for vari-
Indeed, artificially created 5* ends in donor RNA that
ous viruses might be the consequence of differential abil-
resemble cleaved or processed RNAs served as recom-
ities of the viral replicases to mediate template switching.
bination hot-spots in tombusviruses (White and Morris,
1995). In addition, recombination mediated by RNA cleav-
RNA BREAKAGE AND LIGATION MECHANISM age has been described for RT systems as well (Coffin,
1979; Peliska and Benkovic, 1992, 1994). RNA cleavage
Models for recombination (Lazzarini et al., 1981; King,
can be caused by exo- or endonucleolytic cleavages dur-
1988) suggesting that chimeric RNAs are formed by a
ing natural degradation processes in cells or by ribo-
breakage and ligation mechanism are based on the well-
zymes or metal ions. Due to the susceptibility of RNA to
characterized DNA-based breakage and ligation recom-
degradation, it is difficult to exclude that even seemingly
bination systems. Although ribonuclease-mediated RNA
‘‘standard’’ template switching recombination events (see
scission and ligation mechanism was proposed pre-
above) occur with cleaved donor RNA instead of full-
viously (Tsagris et al., 1991), it has not yet been formally
length (input) RNA. Regardless of the mechanism of re-
demonstrated. In contrast, a site-specific ribozyme-medi-
combination, a requirement for in vivo or in vitro amplifi-
ated RNA breakage and ligation mechanism has been
cation can lead to selection for or against particular re-
demonstrated for splicing of group II introns in vitro (Morl
combinants. Therefore, characterization of the role that
and Schmelzer, 1990) and is used to repair bacterial
selection plays in producing populations of recombinants
mRNA in vivo (Sullenger and Cech, 1994). Recently, a
in different systems should be kept in mind when junction
transesterification mechanism was proposed to explain
sites are analyzed.
the in vitro generation of recombinants between RNAs
associated with Qb bacteriophage (Chetverin et al.,
HOMOLOGOUS VERSUS NONHOMOLOGOUS
1997). The authors based their conclusions on the obser-
RECOMBINATION: REVISITING CLASSICAL
vation that altering the 3*-end OH group of the 5* (ac-
DEFINITIONS
ceptor) template interfered with recombinant isolation. In
addition, recombination frequently occurred at the 3* end The terms ‘‘homologous’’ and ‘‘nonhomologous’’ recombi-
nation introduced previously for grouping types of RNA re-of the 5* template. Although these data can be explained
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combination were adapted from DNA recombination. Due
to basic differences between DNA and RNA recombination,
these terms cannot be easily applied to RNA-based sys-
tems. The confusion in using such classical terms comes
from the flexible nature of RNA recombination. For example,
very short (5 to 15 nt) sequence similarity between parental
RNAs of BMV facilitates RNA recombination. Such lengths
of sequence similarity, however, can be found between
otherwise dissimilar RNAs. The matter is further compli-
cated by the finding that not all regions of sequence similar-
ity (even 60 nt long) support recombination in BMV (Nagy
and Bujarski, 1993, 1995). Short stretches of similarity (2 to
5 nt) have also been found in donor and acceptor RNAs at
junction sites for some RNA recombinants and have been
proposed to facilitate recombination (Raffo and Dawson,
1991; Shapira et al., 1991; Biebricher and Luce, 1992; Li
and Ball, 1993; Nagy and Bujarski, 1995; Pogany et al.,
1995; White and Morris, 1995; Qiao et al., 1997). Are all
these recombination events therefore of ‘‘homologous’’
type? The term ‘‘homologous’’ is also problematic, since it
implies that the sequences in question have a common
ancestry. Another confusion in the recombination literature
is the different types of recombinants generated in the TCV
system. For instance, are recombinant products obtained
from template switching between two satellite RNAs that
share sequence similarity in the region where recombina-
tion occurred ‘‘aberrant homologous’’ recombinants, while
those between a satellite and the genomic RNAs of ‘‘nonho-
mologous’’ type (Lai, 1992)? Both of these TCV recombina-
tion systems require hairpin structures present only in the
acceptor RNAs and have very similar donor junction sites
(Cascone et al., 1993; Carpenter et al., 1995). These and
other observations suggest that TCV recombinants are gen-
erated by a similar mechanism where hairpin structures
are the major determinants of RNA recombination (Simon
and Nagy, 1996). Why then is one type of TCV recombina-
tion classified as (aberrant) homologous while the second
is nonhomologous?
To redefine recombination according to current theo-
ries, various criteria need to be examined including the
structure of the intermediates, the recombination end
products, and the recombination machinery. In line with
previous definitions, recombinants will be grouped ac-
cording to RNA elements on the parental (and not donor)
RNAs. We propose that recombination be divided into
three classes: Class 1 recombination is similarity-essen-
tial recombination, in which substantial sequence simi-
FIG. 2. Three classes of RNA recombination. Replicase-mediated
larity between the parental RNAs is required and is the RNA synthesis after the template-switch events is shown by an arrow.
major RNA determinant of the recombination event (Fig. The hairpin structure shown on the acceptor RNA symbolically repre-
sents various RNA determinants that are required for Class 2 and Class2A). The end-products can be of two types: precise and
3 recombination.imprecise (aberrant). Precise recombinants contain no
sequence alterations within the region of sequence simi-
larity when compared to the parental molecules. In con- nucleotides. Class 1 recombination events may occur
frequently between identical parental RNAs and go unno-trast, imprecise recombinants contain diverged se-
quences within the region of sequence similarity, includ- ticed in the absence of marker mutations.
According to the current models (see above), the roleing mutations, deletions, insertions, and nontemplate
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of sequence similarity between the parental RNAs during tion combines features of both Class 1 and Class 2 recom-
bination. As with Class 1 recombination, sequence similar-the template-switching events is to facilitate annealing
(base-pairing) between the nascent-strand and the ac- ity between parental RNAs significantly influences the fre-
quency or site of the recombination event. However, unlikeceptor RNA within the complementary region. Sequence
similarty between the parental RNAs as a major RNA Class 1 recombination, additional RNA determinants are
essential for efficient recombination and such determinantsdeterminant of recombination is best exemplified in RT-
based template-switching systems (Luo and Taylor, 1990; are present only in one of the parental RNAs (Fig. 2C). An
example of Class 3 recombination can be found in theDeStefano et al., 1992, 1994). The sequence require-
ments for this class of recombinants are best defined for above described TCV system, where regions of similar se-
quence between satellite RNAs influence the site and fre-BMV. Short (15–60 nt) sequence identity between two
heterologous RNA components of BMV (RNA2 and RNA3) quency of recombination events. In addition, the motif1-
hairpin structure present only in the acceptor RNA is re-facilitated precise recombination events (Fig. 1C; Nagy
and Bujarski, 1995). Decreasing the percentage similarity quired for recombination and is involved in recruitment of
the RdRp (P. D. Nagy, C. Zhang, and A. E. Simon, manuscriptbetween RNAs 2 and 3 reduced the frequency of recom-
bination, while mismatch mutations that increased the in preparation). While analysis of sequences at junction
sites should allow for temporary placement of recombi-similarity between RNA3 and RNA1, caused a shift in
recombination from RNA2 to RNA1 (Nagy and Bujarski, nants derived in various viral systems within these three
classes, additional experimental analysis (e.g., mutagene-1995). In addition, the sequence context (AU-rich versus
GC-rich) of the similar sequences played a major role in sis of sequences at or near junction sites) is required for
more definative classification.determining the frequency and precision of the events
(Nagy and Bujarski, 1996, 1997). Sequences flanking the In summary, there is no single mechanism that de-
scribes the variety of recombinants generated in differenthot-spot regions also influenced the frequency of recom-
bination, demonstrating the complex nature of the recom- virus systems. Each component involved in recombina-
tion, whether RNA or protein, contributes to the observedbination events (Nagy and Bujarski, submitted).
differences. However, based on the assumption thatClass 2 recombination, or similarity-nonessential re-
many viral replicases, similar to RTs and E. coli RNAcombination, includes events where sequence similarity
polymerase, are capable of template switching at somebetween the parental RNAs is not apparently required,
frequency, we believe that most RNA recombinationalthough such similar regions may be present (Fig. 2B).
events are mediated by the viral RdRps and RNA recom-Class 2 recombination would therefore include those
binants are byproducts of the replication machinery. It isevents that do not require base-pairing between the na-
possible that such byproducts interfere with the morescent and acceptor strands. Other features of the RNAs,
important processes of viral replication since the fre-such as RdRp binding sequences, secondary structure
quency of RNA recombination is below its maximum pos-elements, heteroduplex formation between parental
sible level. This observation is based on the finding thatRNAs, etc., determine the recombination characteristics.
small modifications in the RNAs or RdRp increase recom-Sequence/structure requirements of Class 2 recombina-
bination frequencies in several viral systems (Nagy andtion events are best described for BMV, where sequence
Bujarski, 1993; 1997; Nagy et al., 1995; White and Morris,complementarity brings the parental RNAs into proximity
1995; Figlerowitz et al., 1997; Pogany, 1997). In addition,and the formed heteroduplex between the RNAs influ-
RNA recombination that is too efficient may negativelyences the recombination frequency and junction site se-
impact on the integrity of the viral genomes, which, duelection (Fig. 1A; Nagy and Bujarski, 1993; Nagy et al.,
to their quasispecies nature, already ‘‘live on the edge1995). Although the driving force of recombination in this
of catastrophe’’ (Domingo et al., 1996; Nichol, 1996). Morecase is the formation of the heteroduplex, limited se-
efficient RNA recombination could also lead to more fre-quence similarity in the region of recombination may also
quent generation of parasitic RNAs, such as satellites,affect the location of junction sites in some of the recom-
DIs, and chimeric RNAs, which frequently compete forbinants. The difference in mechanisms between Class 1
replication with the viral genome (Roux et al., 1991). Inand Class 2 recombination can be seen for BMV, where
contrast, lack of recombination could decrease the abilitya mutation in one subunit of the BMV replicase de-
of viruses to repair their genomes (Carpenter and Simon,creased the isolation of Class 2 recombinants, but not
1996; Lai, 1996) or adapt to evolving hosts by not allowingthose of Class 1 (Figlerowitz et al., 1997). Although Class
viruses to incorporate evolution-tested functional mod-2 recombination probably includes many unrelated re-
ules or genes from other viruses or their hosts. Therefore,combination pathways, currently there is insufficient data
RNA recombination is like many things in nature: toofor placement of these pathways into separate groups.
much is as detrimental as too little.As more knowledge is gained concerning the mecha-
nisms of recombination, these classifications will need ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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